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By the method of documentation and logical analysis, based on the data, based on logic and based on the knowledge of three kinds of
arti�cial intelligence in the sports education, the intelligent learning system feedback delay are studied, combined with mobile
communication which led to the arti�cial intelligence online sports games teaching, pattern recognition, and virtual technology
combined with innovative teaching interaction and experience. Promoting the development of green PE teaching machine learning can
identify the types of PE activities and realize e�cient PE learning diagnosis. Intelligent decision support system can identify sports talents
and improve the e�ect of personalized PE teaching evaluation. From the perspective of psychological development and education, the
key problems to be solved in the integration of arti�cial intelligence and physical education are examined. �en, the consistent model
predictive control for feedback delay of nonlinear sports learning multiagent system with network induced delay and random
communication protocol is studied. Under the communicationwaitingmechanism designed, each agent has a certain tolerance of delay,
and this tolerance can be determined by ensuring the stability of the system. At the same time, a random communication protocol is
designed to ensure the ordered communication of the multiagent system. Finally, the e�ectiveness of the proposed algorithm is veri�ed
by numerical simulation. To solve the channel competition access problem of the sports intelligent learning systemwith special structure
feedback delay model predictive control, a dual channel awareness scheduling strategy under the model predictive control framework
was proposed, and the distributed threshold strategy of sensors and the priority threshold strategy of controllers were designed. It is
proved that the sensor will eventually work at Nash equilibrium point under the policy updating mechanism, and the priority threshold
strategy of the controller is better than the traditional independent and identically distributed access strategy. By avoiding the data
transmission when the channel status is poor, the channel access of the system is e�cient and saves energy.

1. Introduction

AI (arti�cial intelligence) technology is applied in training
and competition stages, mainly through hardware terminals
such as camera equipment and sensors for deep learning. In
the process of sports training and competition, we maintain
gentle state of mind which is a basic element, obtaining good
results using machines to identify facial expressions in the
video and image, and according to the facial features to
predict detection machines, machine needs to face detection
image processing tools and basic emotional states such as
public data as the foundation; our country already has a
mature machine for complex facial recognition task [1].

Foreign scholars use this method, using the tracking data, to
construct the data-driven model. �is model is mainly
generated from the �rst person image reliable basketball
action sequences, by way of unsupervised learning, and is
widely used in the �eld of sports. Chinese scholars depend
on the practical �eld of China sports development training,
increase the intensity of research model, and understand the
training and competition situation through arti�cial intel-
ligence technology [2].

Networked model predictive control (NMPC) is a good
method to deal with network induced delay and packet loss.
�e basic idea of model predictive control algorithm is to
predict the future behavior of the controlled object based on
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the real-time state information of the controlled object, and
the prediction is rolling forward; that is to say, the controlled
object will re-predict once every period of time [3]. When
the induced delay and packet loss occur in the controlled
network, the system can iteratively optimize the received
information according to the previous time, so as to find the
optimal state sequence. For multiagent systems, when there
is network induced delay or packet loss between agents, this
method can also be used to compensate effectively. However,
compensating the missing information directly with the
feasible solution of model predictive control will inevitably
bring errors, so using a waiting mechanism to deal with the
missing information can ensure the authenticity of data.

At present, online sports game teaching is still inade-
quate, its teaching effect depends on the specific type of
game, the game may induce distraction, and sustainability of
the teaching effect needs to be verified. At present,
“5G+ physical education” is ready to take off. Artificial
intelligence will rely on the characteristics of 5G technology,
such as large connection, ultralow delay, and ultrahigh
speed, to innovate the content and communication mode of
physical education and further promote the innovation of
sports game teaching scenes and teaching experience.v

2. Related Work

)e combination of big data and mobile communication
technologymakes online physical education flourish. Mobile
Internet game courses represented by serious games and
sports games innovate physical education teaching methods
and can promote students’ physical andmental development
in multiple dimensions. Currently, sports game courses
integrate big data physiological measurements to optimize
exercise intensity and exercise plan, which can be extended
to family sports. Serious games refer to video games for the
purpose of education, health, or scientific research, aiming to
stimulate and develop the motivation of physical education
and exercise habits. A large number of studies have proved
that serious games have positive effects on academic
knowledge, cognitive ability, professional and technical
knowledge, learning motivation, and academic achievement
[4, 5]. Foreign researchers developed the game “Virtual
Physical Education Teacher,” which can design sports ac-
tivities for different student groups based on big data
feedback [6]. Sports games refer to games that combine body
movement with electronic games based on motion sensor
technology, represented by dance games. Because dance
games can consume a lot of calories, they have been in-
troduced into American youth sports courses and received
positive feedback from parents and students. )e skills
acquired by young people in sports games can be transferred
to promote physical, social, and cognitive development.

)e combination of pattern recognition and model
predictive control, feedback delay of sports intelligent
learning system, augmented reality technology, and mixed
reality technology provides a new window for the develop-
ment of physical education technology. Pattern recognition
technology captures and identifies movements through

wearable devices to monitor physical education [7]. Sports
courses with special requirements such as snow sports and
golf break the limitation of teaching environment and reduce
the risk of injury by combining the feedback delay of intel-
ligent sports learning system with intelligent wearable devices
and model predictive control. Augmented reality technology
relies on wearable devices and obtains real-time multi-per-
spective image information through computer vision, so as to
obtain 3D movement information of students and give
evaluation. Mixed reality technology relies on wearable de-
vices to achieve immersive physical education through user
and environment interaction [8]. In addition, wearable de-
vices can also be combined with virtual personal assistants to
realize human-computer interaction in physical education
teaching through emotional computing and cloud computing
technology and develop personalized physical education
teaching plans. )e combination of pattern recognition and
model predictive control with feedback delay of sports in-
telligent learning system can also meet the requirements of
sports teaching for special groups. Recent studies have shown
that the combination of brain science and model predictive
control sports intelligent learning system feedback delay can
stimulate the brain nerves of patients with lower body
movement impairment, enabling them to imagine walking,
obtain virtual movement experience, and promote rehabili-
tation [9]. At present, the combination of pattern recognition
and model predictive control with feedback delay in sports
intelligent learning system is still insufficient. For example, the
teaching effect is limited by the type of sports skills. However,
for open baseball, the migration effect of outfielders catching
the ball is poor. At present, the feedback delay of model
predictive control sports intelligent learning system may be
more suitable for closed sports skill learning, and its ecological
validity needs to be improved.

Machine learning is mainly used for intelligent classi-
fication and prediction. At present, machine learning is
mostly used in competitive sports, and its influence on
physical education is mainly reflected in two aspects. First,
deep learning algorithms can be used for sports activity type
recognition. For example, artificial neural networks can
assess individual exercise metabolic equivalents and deter-
mine individual activity types (low intensity activity, exer-
cise, vigorous exercise, and housework/other activities).
Computational modeling can monitor and feed back muscle
state in real time to predict fatigue and avoid sports injuries.
Second, deep learning algorithm can be used for PE learning
diagnosis and performance prediction. By mining the his-
torical data of training and competition to predict the results
of the competition [10], it provides data basis for hierarchical
physical education. At present, PE learning diagnosis re-
quires high precision and accuracy of deep learning algo-
rithm, and its accuracy needs to be optimized.

Model predictive control algorithm is an advanced
control technology developed recently [11]. )e initial
form of model predictive control is dynamic matrix control
[12], model predictive heuristic control [13], etc. In [14],
the generalized model predictive control was proposed by
researchers. However, due to the underdeveloped science
and technology at that time, model predictive control
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(MPC) is difficult to be widely used in industry due to its
large amount of computation. Until the information age,
the relevant theories of model predictive control have been
improved, so the examples closely combining model pre-
dictive control algorithm with practical application also
show diversity [15]. Model predictive control with other
optimization control algorithm: model predictive control
for the cost function is to optimize the real time updated in
each moment will be predicted, which is often said that it
will roll forward in time domain of a time step, so the model
predictive control is also known as rolling time domain
control. Compared with traditional control methods, the
special characteristics of model predictive control can be
summarized as four points [16]. Finally, model predictive
control has the ability to explicitly deal with all kinds of
constraints of the system. In model predictive control,
constraint conditions are written into the optimization
problem in the form of mathematical expressions and
solved directly in a mathematical way, so as to obtain the
control quantity and state quantity satisfying the con-
straints. )erefore, model predictive control has attracted
much attention in recent years [17, 18].

So far, comprehensive research on model predictive
control at home and abroad was carried out. Model pre-
dictive control is roughly divided into three types: cen-
tralized model predictive control, decentralized model
predictive control, and distributed model predictive con-
trol. In [19], a centralized model predictive controller is
designed for multiagent systems. However, the decen-
tralized model predictive control mentioned in [20] is
based on a decentralized model, which only contains the
input and output information of each agent without in-
formation interaction between agents [21]. Distributed
model predictive control allows communication and in-
formation sharing among agents to achieve global opti-
mality of agent systems. )erefore, DMPC reduces the
complexity of optimization problems and improves work
efficiency. In addition, model predictive control can not
only deal with multiple constraints, but also calculate the
control input sequence through online solution [22, 23].
)e prediction and evaluation results are mainly nonlinear
models based on machine learning algorithms. )is is to
improve the fitting ability of the regression model and
accurately predict the explained variables. A prediction
model of sports performance based on machine learning
algorithm is proposed [24]. Its working principle is to
improve the status quo of performance prediction, improve
the evaluation level of physical fitness, and make the
prediction results accurate by using the principle of
structural risk minimization.

3. Feedback Delay Diagnosis of Sports
Intelligent Learning System Based on Model
Predictive Control

3.1. Sports Intelligent Learning Feedback Delay Diagnosis.
Machine learning is mainly used for intelligent classification
and prediction. At present, machine learning is mostly used

in competitive sports, and its influence on physical educa-
tion is mainly reflected in two aspects. First, deep learning
algorithms can be used for sports activity type recognition.
For example, artificial neural networks can assess individual
exercise metabolic equivalents and determine individual
activity types (low intensity activity, exercise, vigorous ex-
ercise, and housework/other activities). Computational
modeling can monitor and feed back muscle state in real
time to predict fatigue and avoid sports injuries. Second,
deep learning algorithm can be used for PE (physical ed-
ucation) learning diagnosis and performance prediction. By
mining the historical data of training and competition, we
can predict the result of the competition and provide data
basis for stratified physical education. At present, PE
learning diagnosis requires high precision and accuracy of
deep learning algorithm, and its accuracy needs to be op-
timized. )e time-delay frame diagram of sports intelligent
learning feedback is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, model predictive control is an
important development direction in sports training activi-
ties, which mainly refers to the simultaneous acquisition,
processing, editing, storage, and display of two different
types of information media technologies. Multimedia
computer-assisted instruction needs to be based on the
artificial intelligence technology and complex program; in
the process of sports training, multimedia computer tech-
nology is used to realize the three-dimensional model, and
the plane model interacts and promotes the teaching effect.
)e main purpose is to provide different stimulus in the
process of sports training for athletes, control direct teaching
environment to keep their nervous system excitability, make
them interested in sports, help athletes broaden their ho-
rizons, train athletes’ intelligence, and promote the devel-
opment of athletes’ personality, with greater superiority.
Multimedia computer aided instruction belongs to the new
trend of sports technology development, which effectively
creates a relaxed environment for athletes and makes the
feedback delay of sports intelligent learning system play a
practical role.

Artificial intelligence technology has been applied in
athlete training. Statistics of sports training are based on
numbers, and automatic digital report is the development
direction of sports training, which can be realized only by
artificial intelligence technology. Artificial intelligence
technology can completely change live broadcasting.
According to sports events, artificial intelligence technology
can choose the right successive angle, understand the real-
time situation of athletes, and timely find the emergency
situation in the training process.

It is an effective way to solve dynamics problems by using
neural network intelligent technology. Dynamics is an im-
portant content in sports training. Dynamics mainly uses
dynamic data during the execution and separation of 90-
degree cutting movements to provide theoretical support for
athletes’ sports training plans. )e principle of neural net-
work intelligent technology is to use feedforward neural
network to predict the torque and ground response of joints,
knee joints and manic joints, and record the trajectory and
joint angle as the input data of neural network intelligent
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technology. In the actual process of sports training, the
training data and prediction data of athletes have a strong
correlation in the process of sports. )e joint angle of an
athlete is used as an input parameter. )e higher the pre-
diction accuracy of joint torque, the higher the prediction
accuracy of ground reaction force. )rough the use of in-
ertial sensors, the rapid changes of movement direction and
mechanical parameters can be predicted to help the athlete
improve the sports training program.

3.2. Research on Model Predictive Control Algorithm. )e
structure of the sports intelligent learning system of model
predictive control is shown in Figure 2, in which n inde-
pendent control systems are controlled by remote con-
trollers installed on the cloud computing platform, and the
sensing data and control data are transmitted through
wireless channels. )e channel from the sensor side to the
controller side is called the measurement channel, and the
channel from the controller side to the actuator side is called
the control channel.

)ere are two main reasons for packet loss in the sports
intelligent learning system based on model predictive
control. One is packet collision; that is, the wireless channel
allows only one user access at most at any time, and the
simultaneous access of multiple users will lead to trans-
mission failure of all users. )e other is transmission error,
where packets may be discarded due to errors in trans-
mission due to interference and signal fading.

)e cost function is as follows:

R(x(n), y(n)) � |x(n|k) − y(n|k)|
2
. (1)

In the standard of rolling optimization mechanism,
inequality is usually meet; however, if the given reference
trajectory is a cycle of time-varying reference trajectory, it

may be a sudden change, so it is difficult to find a suitable
weighting matrix to ensure inequality always meet, and
inequality cannot be sure; it is difficult to prove the system
stability. )erefore, a time-varying weight matrix is con-
sidered in this section to ensure the inequality. Design the
following corresponding terminal cost function, terminal
domain, and local controller:

Vj(n|k)t � |x(n) − v(n|k)|
2
. (2)

)e model predictive control algorithm is shown in
Algorithm1:.

In sports training activities, the musculoskeletal system
injury of athletes is more serious, and artificial intelligence
technology can be used to monitor the quality of human
movements. In the process of movement analysis of tennis
special sports technology, AI technology is the future de-
velopment direction of tennis training. Tennis needs to be
separated according to the technology and movement of the
sport purpose, and the important content of each subitem is
determined. )e key direction is to establish excellent
technical model, based on the technical movement pa-
rameter data of excellent athletes. )e weighted value of
node connection in the second part represents the con-
nection signal. )e output mainly depends on the network
connection mode, and the weighted value changes with the
output function. In motion learning, the artificial neural
network is used to record data for many times to obtain the
motion sequence, and the neuron output is used. It is helpful
to analyze the movement pattern of athletes.

)e combination of expert system and decision sup-
port system can form intelligent decision support system,
which can assist in solving the decision-making and
evaluation problems of physical education. Intelligent
decision support system can be used for personalized
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Figure 1: Time-delay frame diagram of sports intelligent learning feedback.
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sports training. )e expert system of hurdle sports can
generate the training load of hurdle sports and predict the
result. )ere are also studies on the use of big data mining
and analysis, analysis of learning preferences, and
learning strategies, to achieve personalized physical ed-
ucation. Intelligent decision support system can be used
for sports material selection.

4. Sports Intelligent Learning System
Feedback Delay

From the basic framework of sports intelligent learning
system, we can know that predicting the behavior of other
agents plays a very important role in the learning results of
agents. Classical Q learning assumes that the environment is

Model predictive
control

predictive control

intelligent learning 
Controlled object I

Virtual Network

Sport

u (k)

Controller n

Actuator 1 Actuator 2 Actuator i

Measurement of channel

Actuator n

Control channel

Sensor

Figure 2: Structure of sports intelligent learning system based on model predictive control.

Offline: determine the parameters Q, P, R, S of the nonlinear model predictive control scheme.
Online: time k� 0, 1, 2.
(1) )e initial state x(k) measured at the initial moment k� 0 and the reference trajectory of a given period, wherein the period Tof the

reference trajectory of a given period is known.
(2) )e time-varying matrix is obtained by solving the linear matrix inequality.
(3) By solving the optimization problem, an artificial reference trajectory and an optimization control sequence can be obtained.
(4) For all I, the controlled object adopts control input.
(5) )e k� k+ 1.
(6) Return to Step 1.

ALGORITHM 1: Overview of nonlinear model predictive control algorithm.
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static, so model-free reinforcement learning can be adopted.
However, for agent I, the generalized environment is dy-
namic, so model-free learning cannot be adopted. Model-
based reinforcement learning learns the optimal strategy by
modeling the environment. Because it can reflect the
characteristics of the environment in time and the state
prediction mechanism can reflect the dynamics of other
agents, the combination of the two can build a model that
reflects the dynamic environment, namely, the generalized
environment. Based on the above ideas, if the environmental
dynamics can be accurately and timely estimated and pre-
dicted, then, to a certain extent, the model of generalized
environment is accurate and stable. )erefore, the gener-
alized environment can be regarded as a nearly static en-
vironment, and then the optimal strategy can be obtained by
dynamic programming method.

Dynamic corresponding agent: because the environment
is caused by other intelligent beings, as a result, accurate and
timely strategy to estimate the other agent and the dynamic
characteristics of the environment to be effective are
modeled, and then, using the reinforcement learning for
optimal decision to adapt to the dynamic characteristic, the
comparison is carried out with the classical control theory of
tracking control. Before designing the state prediction
mechanism, the basic definition of state prediction is given.

P(x, a) � (1 − λ)P x, a
j

 . (3)

In the feedback delay framework of sports intelligent
learning system based on model predictive control, the Q
function will become a dynamic process due to the existence
of other agents. )is means that due to the change of other
agents’ strategies, the optimal action in the current state may
become the worst action in the next experience, and the
corresponding Q table will also change. However, this sit-
uation does not exist in single-agent reinforcement learning
and multiagent learning with joint states and joint actions.
)erefore, the action selection mechanism mentioned above
cannot be used to deal with the dynamic environment in
which the feedback delay framework of the model predictive
control sports intelligent learning system exists. Otherwise,
action selection oscillations will occur in the agent’s be-
havior, and even the agent cannot complete the task in an
effective time. )erefore, a new action selection mechanism
needs to be designed. )e improved action selection
mechanism fully considers the dynamic nature of the en-
vironment and can effectively guide agents to balance the
“exploration-utilization” problem. See Algorithm 2.

AI can change the structure of the brain and improve
cognitive performance. For example, action video games
using computer vision can enhance attention, improve
multi-objective tracking, and speed up reaction times. AI
can also boost motor cognitive processing and improve
performance. For example, electroencephalography can be
used to explore brain activity during exercise. Neurofeed-
back training can improve attention and working memory,
so as to develop soccer shooting skills and archery skills.

)ere is a spiral relationship between the application of
artificial intelligence and cognitive development, and the

two promote each other. Smart PE teaching should con-
form to students’ cognitive level, consider the potential
impact of pulse technology on cognitive development,
timely adjust teaching requirements, and achieve accurate
teaching. Follow-up research should focus on the role of
artificial intelligence in the development of sports core
literacy and focus on exploring the relationship between
artificial intelligence, cognition, and physical education, so
as to provide a cognitive perspective for in-depth analysis
of the mechanism of artificial intelligence in physical
education.

Artificial intelligence promotes the development of
ubiquitous learning and adaptive learning, and physical
education is further personalized and fragmented, which
brings the difficulty of monitoring the teaching effect. )e
contradiction between personalized learning and collectiv-
ized teaching system is becoming more and more prom-
inent. Objectively, it is necessary to constantly upgrade
technical monitoring means and provide accurate and
systematic big data monitoring support services; subjec-
tively, physical education teachers should combine the
students’ personality characteristics, reconstruct the teach-
ing content and the teaching process, and seek a multi-
teaching evaluation method combining individuation and
collectivized learning.

In sports, key note recognition is an important content
of sports analysis, which provides effective sports analysis
and auxiliary analysis for athletes. Initially, it mainly tracks
each individual key gesture, using the characteristics of
every athlete research group. In the later development
process, its main purpose is to group the image processing
and sampling and access global information and pro-
cessing; data were collected to exceptions and are classified.
)e traditional technology has been unable to meet this
requirement.

5. Example Verification

Because the feedback delay algorithm of model predictive
control sports intelligent learning system adopts model-
based reinforcement learning, Friend-Q belongs to model-
free reinforcement learning. Generally speaking, model-
based reinforcement learning has higher learning efficiency
than model-free reinforcement learning because it records
the learning experience of agents and can make full use of
such historical information. In order to ensure the consis-
tency of the comparison between the two algorithms,
Friend-Q is implemented by model-based reinforcement
learning, so that both algorithms belong to model-based
reinforcement learning algorithm.

Similarly, in order to ensure the consistency of the
premise of comparison as much as possible, the parameter
settings with the same meaning in the above two algorithms
are also the same, including the discount coefficient of 0.8,
the threshold of 0.7, and the prediction function RME of 0.8.
)e experimental results are repeated 50 times, and the
average value is taken.

)e other two areas of comparison are the average
number of steps required to reach the target state and the
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average reward earned. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the
feedback delay algorithm of the sports intelligent learning
system based on model predictive control can learn the
optimal tracking strategy within shorter learning steps and
obtain higher rewards at the same time. )erefore, the
learning speed of the feedback delay of the sports intelligent
learning system based on model predictive control is ob-
viously faster than that of Friend-Q. In addition, the feed-
back delay of the sports intelligent learning system of model
predictive control can learn the optimal strategy and reach
the target state with a minimum of 7 steps (excluding the last
step when reaching the target).

Figures 5 and 6 show the state response curve and real
control input curve under the distributed access mechanism
of sensors, the random priority threshold strategy of the
controller, and PBMPC algorithm of the model in the
measurement control and sports intelligent learning system.
All systems are found to be stable and satisfy control
constraints.

Compared with the networked fixed time domain, the
efficiency of the control scheme can be verified. )e sim-
ulation results can be seen in Figure 7 which shows that the
time-varying prediction time domain obtained by the
feedback delay algorithm of the model predictive control
motion intelligent learning system is good. Figure 8 shows
the calculation time of each step of the two control schemes
and evaluates the computational complexity of the algorithm
accordingly.

)e feedback delay of sports intelligent learning system
based on model predictive control belongs to the computer
system simulation technology for creating and experiencing
virtual world. It mainly integrates computer graphics, mul-
timedia technology, artificial intelligence technology, and
man-machine interface technology to provide support for
creating and experiencing virtual world.)e feedback delay of
themodel predictive control sports intelligent learning system
enables athletes to have a deep understanding of sports with
the help of virtual technology. In the virtual environment,
athletes can get a change from perceptual rationality, so that
they can have a deep understanding of sports spirit, actively
explore and collect information, and develop their imagi-
nation ability. Sports intelligent learning system feedback
delay of model predictive control in the process of sports
training has a wide range of applications, for example,
establishing physical exercise prescription sites and analyzing
the practical development of sports. A three-dimensional

(1) Initialization.
(2) Repeat the following steps:
(a) Observe the current environmental state s.
(b) Select actions according to the improved action selection mechanism.
(c) Observe and record the new state s′, individual action A, other agent actions, and instant reward; then, update the state prediction

function and state transition probability function, and calculate the strategy change function of agent J.
(d) Enter (e) if the target is reached; otherwise, return to (a).
(e) Compute the Q function using the priority scan algorithm.

ALGORITHM 2: Model prediction action selection mechanism algorithm.
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intelligent learning system with feedback delay is established
by using model predictive control of motion, and a human
motion model is established to make robots and athletes find
problems in the process ofmotion.)irdly, the feedback delay

of the model predictive control sports intelligent learning
system is simulated to the real world, and it is used to surpass
the real world, so that the athletes can achieve the goal of high
efficiency in the virtual environment, enhance the athletes’
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experience of the virtual environment, and strengthen their
understanding and mastery of sports.

6. Conclusion

In the process of integrating artificial intelligence tech-
nology into sports, the sports effect has made continuous
progress, and artificial intelligence technology has been
developing continuously. At present, important break-
throughs have been made in basketball, tennis, and skiing,
and it is an important development direction to integrate
artificial intelligence technology into sports. Data packet
loss between agents is described by distribution, and

compensation is made by using predictive sequence data
loss of model predictive control. In order to avoid chaotic
communication between agents, the largest prediction time
domain is chosen as the next prediction time domain of the
whole multi-intelligence system at each update moment.
Finally, a numerical example is given to verify the effec-
tiveness of the proposed algorithm. )e integration of
physical education and artificial intelligence can promote
the construction and interaction of massive physical ed-
ucation resources, innovate teaching methods and inter-
action, provide physical education learning diagnosis and
talent identification, promote the reform of physical ed-
ucation, and cultivate innovative sports talents. )e future
development of intelligent physical education requires that
we should attach importance to the spiraling interaction
between artificial intelligence and students’ cognitive de-
velopment, comprehensively consider the advantages of
personalized and collectivized learning, dynamically ex-
amine teachers’ information literacy, promote teachers’
empowerment, and support multidimensional evaluation
of students’ physical ability. Condition forecasting method
used in this study is based on the accurate observation of
other agent history behavior after the forecast; in some
practical applications, to the presence of large amounts of
agents in the environment or obstacles leads to an agent’s
behavior observation which is not accurate, so we cannot
update forecast function because of the deviation of de-
cision-making. )erefore, the next step is to design a more
robust state prediction method in order to improve the
robustness of the whole system decision.
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Figure 7: Time-domain variation curve of feedback delay of sports
intelligent learning system based on model predictive control.
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Figure 8: Solution time of feedback delay of sports intelligent
learning system based on model predictive control.
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